1. (1 point each) For each of ten images, select which animation principle is best being demonstrated in the image.
   • Anticipation
   • Appeal
   • Exaggeration
   • Follow-Through
   • Overlapping Action
   • Pose-to-Pose Action
   • Slow-in and Slow-Out
   • Solid Drawing
   • Squash & Stretch
   • Staging
   • Straight-Ahead Action
   • Timing

2. (15 points) Essay question on one of the following topics:
   • Animation backgrounds
   • Animation obstacles (e.g., water, shadows)
   • Disney multiplane camera
   • Motion simulation (e.g., stagger, vibration, speed lines)
   • Pre- and post-synchronous sound
   • Traditional animation process

3. (20 points) In ten boxes provided, sketch a rough storyboard illustrating a particular labeled tale (red labels indicate that a facial close-up is needed).

4. (1 point each) For each of ten listed animation tasks, identify which of the animation team members (from a supplied list) would have responsibility for that task.

5. (20 points) Essay question on one of the following topics:
   • Character development in animation
   • Evoking emotion via animation
   • Story's importance in animation
   • Using live action to animate characters

6. (2 points each) The expressions in an animated character’s eyes and its mouth can combine to provide an overall indication of the character’s emotional state. A 6×6 grid of facial expressions is provided, with every row using the same set of eyes and every column using the same mouth. Label each row with an adjective describing what emotional state is being portrayed with the eyes in that row, and label each column with an adjective describing what emotional state is being portrayed with the mouths in that column. One sample row and one sample column are already labeled as an example.

7. (15 points) Essay question on one of the topics in the above list.
8. (15 points) Essay question on one of the topics in the above list.
9. (10 points) Essay question on one of the topics in the above list.
10. (15 points) Essay question on one of the topics in the above list.